ANM Insights - Workshop

ANM Microsegmentation Workshop
Application-centric micro segmentation is a powerful tool to gain detailed visibility, lock down lateral movement
and limit the surface area that adversaries can use to attack your systems. This interactive workshop covers the
concepts, technologies, and strategies to help your organization develop a roadmap for implementing micro
segmentation in your data center and cloud environments.

Who is the intended audience:
Security teams, network team, data center team, application
owners (optional).

Agenda for this 4 hour workshop:
›

Introductions

›

Security Concepts - Why this is important

›

Introduction to Segmentation & Micro
Segmentation and Zero Trust Concepts

WHAT SETS US APART

›

Campus, North-South Data Center, East-West Data
Center, Application Centric Protection

›

Visibility, Policy, Enforcement, Assurance/
Monitoring

›

Discussion about your environment(s)

›

Threats and Risks

›

Regulatory Requirements

›

Network & Security Architecture

›

Applications & Data

›

Users & Endpoint Devices

›

Technologies and Solutions to implement Micro
Segmentation

›

Developing a Strategy to Implement Micro
Segmentation

›

Next Steps / high level roadmap discussion

›

ANM is one of the top end to end architecture
providers in the country with a long history
of expertise across networking, security and
data center. Our team takes an engineering led
approach to problem solving, highlighted by our
6:1 engineering to sales ratio.

›

Unlike many other solution providers, our goal is
to proactively identify areas of opportunity in your
environment via assessments and workshops, as
opposed to starting with a product searching for a
problem.

FOLLOW-ON SERVICES
›

Deliverables:
At the end of the workshop, ANM engineering will create
a working roadmap and high level design with suggested
solutions mapped to use cases and outcomes for review.

		

ANM has several in-depth follow-on advisory
services that address a broad range of challenges
across the entire network, data center, cloud,
and security technology ecosystems. Whether
you are planning a Software Defined Networking
(SDN) implementation, network refresh,
security segmentation strategy, or data center
consolidation or move, ANM can help guide you
through the complexities of planning and rollout.

We’d love to hear from you.
(866) 527-8822

info@anm.com

anm.com

